
 

 

MyoRobot vLab 

Implementing pedagogic user guidance and human-machine interaction in a 

virtual education scenario 

The resourcefulness of practical classes is often hampered by (i) the anxiety to independently operate expensive lab 
equipment or handling rare samples.  The risk of damaging equipment or destroying an individual sample then 
prevents student engagement and limit educational success. Together with (ii) the fact that practical classes 
themselves are a scarce event in the academic curriculum of STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics) 
students, it casts a shade on the study-ability of STEM disciplines and eventually, employability. Therefore, we aim 
to create a virtual laboratory (vLab) that acts as an online pre-course to provide a safe-space for trial and error and a 
self-guided learning pace that, in addition, can be provided independently from any in-person practical class to 
extensive cohorts of students at will. 
 
This ‘education game’ is being developed in ‘Unity’ (https://unity.com) and already features some functionality that 
allow to experience the routinized lab work in a biomechatronics laboratory. It currently reflects a small but open-
world design where you can freely move around and interact with objects of interest, experience pipetting tasks and 
carry out experiments. A firsthand impression can be derived by following this link: 
 

https://youtu.be/WmtPKpfkQ9w 
 
Despite those efforts, the vLab is still missing pedagogic user guidance and a human-machine interface to receive 
tasks AND personalized adaptive feedback. Both, two essential features for a successful educational application in 
academia. Implementing both will be the task of this project. This requires developing an adequate storyline that 
introduces the user to the laboratory and prepares him or her for the following tasks. Human-machine interaction 
will be implemented via a 3D model of our digital humanoid robot friend ‘Myo’, whose portrait can be seen below. 
This 3D model was developed in ‘blender’ and is required to be transformed in Unity. Interaction with Myo shall 
present the core of user guidance, human-machine interaction and thus, the interface. How this is realized is up to 
your creativity. Myo is not required to move / to be animated in the digital space, although we envision this in the 
future. A simple interaction could, e.g., trigger a pop-up dialog box accompanied by Myo’s portrait. This simple 
implementation already serves the requirements of implementing a human-machine interface and can be the basis 
to transmit work tasks, provide information and feedback based on actions done in the virtual space. 
 

 
 
Eventually, your implementation will become available on StudOn and you will be asked to evaluate this by collecting 
your fellow study mate’s impression. This could, e.g., involve a feedback form (which you can design freely – in 
arrangement with us of course) and ask your study mates for participation. Aim of the evaluation is to find our 
whether this concept is being perceived positive, if it engages to learn, if it enhances learning progress and/or 
motivates students, if it is resourceful, if students appreciate this format, and if they think it could ameliorate the 
problems stated in (i) and (ii). 
 
If you feel interested and/or challenged, please contact Dr. Michael Haug (michael.haug@fau.de) or Mena Michael 
(mena.michael@fau.de). 
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